
5700

• Superior cleaning performance from
aggressive scrubbing system delivering
up to 300 lbs. of down pressure

• Maximized machine longevity from
industry-leading engineering and
industrial-grade construction

• Dramatically-reduced empty/fill cycles
and increased cleaning uptime from
foam-based FaST™ technology

Foam Scrubbing Technology

Industrial-Strength Scrubber

The Safe Scrubbing Alternative®



Rugged, industrial-strength durability
Aluminum squeegee assembly and scrub heads, shock-absorbing frame,
and durable polyethylene construction enable the 5700 to withstand
the most severe cleaning challenges. 

Superior performance from aggressive scrubbing systems
Up to 300 lbs. of down pressure, optional cylindrical scrubheads, and
heavy-duty motor options provide the scrubbing strength to meet the
highest cleaning standards.

The safest way to clean
FaST is the best way to meet the highest cleaning standards using 70%
less solution.  That’s because FaST foam cleans so well it not only captures
existing soil, it also removes old, slippery detergent residues. The result is 
a cleaner, higher-traction floor that reduces your risk of slip-and-fall.

Maximum uptime for years of worry-free operation
Superior engineering, proven results and exclusive 10/3/3 warranty mean
you can count on the 5700 to clean day after day.

MUST-HAVE OPTIONS

Extend your cleaning reach
The 5700 is available in three path
widths, along with an optional off-aisle
power wand for greater reach.

Industrial performance
Choose the optional dual vac fan for up to
30% more vacuum lift to pick-up bulky,
tough soils found in industrial facilities.

Boost scrubbing power and versatility
Optional heavy-duty brush motor (32-
inch disc model) offers superior soil
removal on hard surfaces.

Superior cleaning performance 
and worry-free operation from the
benchmark for industrial scrubbers
The industrial-grade, heavy-duty 5700 sets the standard for walk-behind
scrubbers, providing consistent, quality cleaning results even in the
harshest environments. 



FaST FLOORS ARE SAFER FLOORS
FaST is the only automatic scrubbing system certified to increase floor traction up to
21% by the National Floor Safety Institute, reducing the risk of slip-and-fall.

FaST foam cleans so well, it uses 70% less solution to remove existing soil, as well
as old, slippery detergent residue resulting in clean, higher-traction floors.
––––
With the self-contained FaST-PAK™, operators are safer, never handling chemicals.
––––
FaST foam uses up to 70% less water and 90% less detergent – conserving water,
reducing waste disposal, and making FaST the safest environmental choice.
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A
Withstands the

harshest cleaning 
environments with
thick polyethylene 
construction and 
a rugged, shock-

absorbing frame and
scrub-head linkage.

B
One-pass cleaning 

performance – even
in the dirtiest environ-

ments – with fully
adjustable down 

pressure up to 300 lbs.
and brush speeds of

up to 750 rpm.

C
Fully customizable to

meet your specific
needs. Choose from

three path widths 
and switch from disc
to cylindrical scrub

heads easily and 
without tools. 

D
Maximize operator
productivity with
smart ergonomic 

features like a height-
adjustable console that

puts controls within
easy reach.

E
Reduce maintenance
costs with breakaway

squeegee, large
demisting chamber

and scrub heads that
provide long-life 

corrosion resistance.
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